
 ACTION MAN - THE GREATEST HERO OF THEM ALL

ECTS 99 Sept 5: Leading entertainment software publisher, Hasbro Interactive is proud to announce the 

launch of Action Man for Sony PlayStation and PC.    The ‘Action Hero’ comes to life in this brand new 

stunning adventure game on which is a thrilling combination of action, counter espionage and strategy 

reminiscent of all the greatest action/spy movies.    

The twisting story line immerses the player in a world of the evil criminal mastermind of Dr.X and his 

dangerous friends.    With over one in five children in Europe owning at least one Action Man, there is a 

huge army of troops waiting to step into Action Man’s boots.

Sony PlaySation

Your adventures will take you from Professor Gangrene’s desert laboratory, to City streets, to Dr.X’s 

secret Ice Base.    Using a wide range of gadgets and vehicles on hand you must defeat the evil plots of 

Dr.X to dominate the world.    High quality game play, reply value and level design and use of many 

special effects are enabled by 3D hardware in the target machine.

Boys aged 6-10 will love the fast paced, adrenaline packed action and cutting edge graphics, and will 

enable them to explore all 6 main locations, all of which have sub locations to make it even harder to 

track down Dr.X.    With single player mode allowing Action Man to zoom in on his target, either on land, 

in the sea or air, Dr.X had better watch out!    

Price £39.99

Availability: 30 August 1999

PC

Action Man on PC is an exciting and easy to learn game for the 4-6 age group, involving speed, action 

and stealth.    Dr.X has kidnapped Raid and other animals from around the world for his evil experiments 

and Action Man does not know where to find him.    Dr.X and his evil allies, Professor Gangrene, Plaque 

Locust and a robot disguised as Dr.X will stop at nothing to thwart Action Man in his attempts to save the 

world.

Players can choose from a full range of outfits and vehicles, after completing six tough training 

adventures, before advancing to track down Dr.X and his evil accomplices. The game also ffers a print 



feature which allows the players to print stickers, maps, missions and more !

Two styles of game play, both mouse based, are available; action based play and adventure style point and

click.    With actions including Crouch, Climb cliff face, Skidoo and Bungee Jump Action Man is fully 

equipped to take on the might of Dr.X. 

Price: £19.99

Availability:

Minimum System requirements : PC Pentium, 16 MB, Window 95, DirectX 6.1, 50 MB hard disk space.

Feel the fear, face the action and conquer evil, Action Man, the greatest hero of them all!
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